
B U S I N E S S  O N L I N E  C O M M U N I T Y

We capitalize on the expertise



an online community based on AI for new generation
entrepreneurs to find and contribute answers to business issues,
meet useful acquaintances and develop a personal brand

GenY = Generation Y (Y - generation of new entrepreneurs).



HUNDREDS OF
QUESTIONS
Modern entrepreneurs face a lot of problems
and tasks every day. But finding solutions
ends up wasting time and money, as most
answers are unqualified.f reelancers

and
specia l ists

entrepreneurs

TARGET 
AUDIENCE



an app to can get answers to business questions,
and those who answer receive GenY coin 
as a reward for proving their skills 
for building a personal brand 
for further paid consultations

To solve that we created GENY



Important functionality and differentiation

Notifications  based
on AI analysis 

AI recommends  an
expert to tag 

Ratings of professionalsGenY coin are credited
to specific skills 

Badges and rewards help
to build a personal brand 

 Sell consultation after
reaching 5000 GenYs



1000+ leads subscribed for
the updates regarding GenY.
We have an existing network
of 3000 entrepreneurs in our
own groups and pages willing
to collaborate.
Won a grant 10 000 USD and
spent for accelerator in New
York

Traction



First stage 
We will use ready-made AI models to recognize semantic similarity based
on the universal sentence encoder model in the activity of the user in our
application and beyond if the user connects other social networks. This
will create a relevant feed of interesting news and keep the user in the
application (retention rate).

AI integration

Database - Apache spark
Library from huggingface.co
Universal sentence encoder to create vectors 

Second phase
Integration of more complex recommending systems



Basic functionality

GenY development 

GenY coin as a
reward for activity

Notification based
on algorithms

Gamification
system

Blockchain
integration

AI for scanning the
activity and
recommending the
questions 

GenY helper (AI expert
as a consultant
accessed on a
subscription. Virtual
assistant)

Ready to use

Roadmap

Design

Freemium
and payment 



M
ark

et size
-  582 000 000 entrepreneurs in the world.
-  Ukraine - 2 000 000 people

*Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 
*www.businessofapps.com
*techcrunch.com

-  1 400 000 000 specialists in the world, ready
to start cooperation online.
-  Ukraine – more than 6 500 000

And there is a tendency of a growing
number of freelancers every year



Monetization
Premium accounts
Advertising
Proof of skills (verified by GenY)
Commission on sold hours



Promotion
Sign up 30 top ambassadors who are experts in their spheres
(Fedoriv, Artukhov, Kunytsky, and others from a list)
Rewards from partners for top leaders in an app.  
Sign up the biggest private companies, business schools, and
societies to track the total number of points earned by graduates
(Aspen Institute, KSE, KMBS). 
Email campaigns 
Sign up messengers societies members (there is a list of 48 groups). 



Launch MVP

Roadmap

Early adopters

Signing up the
ambassadors

Bug fixing

Own database
mailing, groups

Seed Round
preparation

AI integration

Seed Round

Launch in America

Round A

Pre-seed
Round

2 мес

4 мес

6

8

10

16 Blockchain



OLEKS I I  SLUSARENKO

Adviser
AI specialist, team lead in Grammarly

Te
am

OLEKS I I  RUD
CEO
- 4 years of experience in the business.
- 5 years of business development (worked in Saudi
Arabia and the US).
- Was a Director of SpaceTech Analytics, a subsidiary of
London venture fund. 

MICHAIL  STUDENETS

CTO
 Owner of a farm of 3D printers.
- 5 years in mobile app development (more than 10
apps done)

EVGENI I  TYSHCHENKO

Adviser
Marketing specialist, works in Kazakhstan



We are looking for an angel investor to
speed up the development  

 



We capitalize on the expertise!



Download GenY for Android
Apple in test mode via TestFlight

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=network.geny&hl=uk&gl=US


Oleksii Rud
+38 066 085 26 48

alexrud1994@gmail.com
Kyiv, Ukraine


